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> Aarhus, April 2018 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE
RELEVANCE OF ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH TRAINING
> Brussels/Ghent, April 2018 – meeting (with invited guests) in association with the ‘Johan
Verbeke’ conference
3rd CYCLE PROGRAMMES IN EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE
> Madrid, June 2018 – RA + EA meeting (with invited guests)
ACSA. Discussion topics: advocacy, relevance of PhDs in practice; what happens to the PhD
researchers after completion, periodicals database, policy paper
> Porto, August 2018 – workshop ( and RA + EA meeting)
EAAE annual conference. Discussion topics: the place of the studio as a place of research
and debate including the interrelation of student work with academic research; research
through teaching
> Berlin, September/October 2018 – workshop (+meeting) in association with the CA2RE,
QUALITY CRITERIA IN ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH TRAINING

> Lisbon, March/April 2019 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE
GLOBAL DIALOGUES - EXCHANGING LOCAL EXPERIENCES ON ARCHITECTURAL
RESEARCH + meeting (with invited guests)
3rd CYCLE PROGRAMMES IN EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE
> August 2019 – workshop ( and RA + EA meeting)
EAAE annual conference. Discussion topics: which research benefits from education, which
research benefits from being conducted in an educational environment
> Ghent, October/November 2019 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE
ESCAPING FROM REAL WORLD

> Glasgow, March/April 2020 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE
3rd CYCLE PROGRAMMES IN EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE
> Valencia, May/June 2020 - workshop (+meeting)
EAAE-ARCC conference. Goals: bringing together European and North American
research communities, bringing together European and North American editors of
architectural periodicals
> August 2020 – workshop ( and RA + EA meeting)
EAAE annual conference. Discussion topics: research, teaching and practice, gender
issues in architectural research
> Milano, October/November 2020 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE
RESEARCH DISSEMINATION STRATEGIES



Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31 Goals
● a meeting point for architectural research 
● to develop a database of periodicals 
● to develop a discussion platform/strengthen the network for PhD assessment
● to develop the quality criteria, relevant for architectural research (training)
● to prepare a policy paper on architectural doctoral training
● to develop a set of advocacy actions
● to disseminate and present our research activities to members at each GM
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31 PhD X-Ray
European Survey into Doctoral Training in Architecture
Project coordinator: Filipa Roseta Vaz Monteiro
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What is the PhD X-Ray?
• a questionnaire ‘looking at 23 of 39 answers’
• started in 2016… will run to 2020
• survey on doctoral training 
What is the previous framework?
• Charter Definition 
When did doctoral training in Architecture in Europe begin?
• Mostly from 1990 to 2010 
• Earliest 1960s  
• Some in the 1980s
• No PhD programme yet?
How can the doctoral student community be described?
• From 6 to 1000 students
• Common enrolment requirements
• 10% of total community of students
Who is supervising the research?
• PhD holder + member of Faculty 
• Just PhD or Expertise?
How much does it cost?
• Average 1375 EUR (yearly fee)
• Range from 0 EUR to 5000 EUR (yearly fee)
• Exceptional fee 33000 EUR (yearly fee) 
What are the main Areas of Research? 
• Architecture (all) Urban Studies (most)
• Wide Range of Specifics…from Technical to Beaux-Arts to Social Sciences
How can the research work be described?
• Mostly individual work
• Design and practice are not mandatory



Figure 3: Marconi Drawing #3, 133 x 57 

CARE2
Riet Eeckhout
Place in its Momentary Status; durational unfolding
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> The music continues. A fragment of the Archibelge documentary is shown. 
A group of around 20 people is surrounding a table size model. It is a group 
of mixed ages and gender. Some people are moving elements of the mod-
el while another participants is making gestures along the two meter long 
cardboard construction. The camera zooms in on An who is smiling while 
engaging in the conversation. Slowly the frame is directed to her hands that 
are pointing at certain elements of the model, while another pair of hands 
enters in to stick a post-it on the model. (Subtitles) Fragment: Archibelge - Off 
world production

> Continue fast forward. The camera swipes towards the white circus wagon 
which has red doors. Toha jumps back in the image and walks towards the 
open window of the vehicle. There a wooden board is placed stating “Re-
cup’Kitchen”.

> The music stops. A group of people is standing and sitting around a table. 
They are outside in a green environment, two men are sitting on a wooden 
bench that has quite improvised aesthetics, built with recuperated wood. On 
the table there is a colorful cover with a flower print. Another man is stand-
ing up and serves food on a plate. The lens approaches the table that is 
packed with different and colored bowls filled with nicely cut and arranged 
vegetables. In the background female voices chatter lightly. While the camera 
swipes on along the group of people a toddler gets in the picture. He is pulling 
his mother’s arm while pointing at the green bushes behind him. The guitar 
play slowly fades in again, the viewer gets a glimpse of the plates that are 
being served (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Screenshot of the ‘welkom’ vlog.

CARE2
Hanne Van Reusel
Vlogging as a way of reflection on the performative practice
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INTRODUCTION
Summer is by far the most productive time for our architectural practice and 
all the people who daily work in it. We are “in season”, from the end of May 
until mid-September, trying to facilitate an abundance of small projects in 
various schools or student homes across the country. Ideally everything will 
get built before September 1st. Sometimes I feel we are like doctors, part of 
a larger social infrastructure, constantly “on call”, trying to improve and repair 
the existing, decaying educational infrastructure, from the inside out, part by 
part, nook by nook, slowly and patiently. When thinking about our practice 
and our work, Nabeel Hamdi’s book Small Change comes to mind where he 
argues that a: “...good development practice facilitates emergence; it builds 
on what’ve got and with it goes to scale. It follows, therefore, that in order to 
do something big - to think globally and act globally - one starts with some-
thing small and one starts where it counts. Practice, then, is about making 
the ordinary special and the special more widely accessible - expanding the 
boundaries of understanding and possibility with vision and common sense. 
It is about getting it right for now and at the same time being tactical and 
strategic about later” (Hamdi 2004, p. 19-20).

I believe this is in general what we are trying to do in our architecture stu-
dio. We observe, diagnose, act, (hopefully) improve and provide support for 
existing schools which have an abundance of neglected, left over, in-between 
spaces. We are trying to rethink the value and perception of these forgotten 
areas and exploit their design potential. By healing the “left-overs” and trans-
forming them into “loaded nooks” (see figure 1), which is something “right for 
now”, we want to physically improve the existing spatial condition of a certain 
school building and at the same time, build numerous case studies, “which 
is about being tactical and strategic about later”, that would help us chal-
lenge, act upon and improve the existing social reality and rigid typology of 
educational architecture in Slovenia that is governed by the strict, non-flexible 
normative and legislation for designing school buildings.

Figure 1: Loaded nook - School 
Landscape: Renovation of the unused 
secondary school entry, Ledina Grammar 
School, Ljubljana, Slovenia (SVET VMES, 
2013), Photo: SVET VMES Archive and 
Matevž Paternoster.

CARE2
Ana Krec
In pursue of Improvement 
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31

2018:
• Aarhus, April 2018 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE: RELEVANCE OF 

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH TRAINING
• Brussels/Ghent, April 2018 – workshop (+meeting with invited guests) in association 

with the Enable symposium:
DOCTORAL TRAINING IN EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE

• Madrid, June 2018 – workshop (+RA/EA meeting with invited guests): RESEARCH 
THROUGH DESIGN STUDIO

• Porto, August 2018 – research session (+RA/EA meeting) at EAAE annual conference: 
DESIGN STUDIO: EMERGING INSIGHTS 

• Berlin, September/October 2018 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE: 
QUALITY CRITERIA IN ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH TRAINING 
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31 2019
• Lisbon, March/April 2019 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE:

GLOBAL DIALOGUES - EXCHANGING LOCAL EXPERIENCES ON ARCHITECTURAL 
RESEARCH + meeting (with invited guests): 3rd CYCLE PROGRAMMES IN 
EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE

• August 2019 – workshop (+RA/EA meeting)
EAAE annual conference. Discussion topics: which research benefits from education, 
which research benefits from being conducted in an educational environment

• Ghent, October/November 2019 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE: 
ESCAPING FROM REAL WORLD 

2020
• Glasgow, March/April 2020 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE 3rd 

CYCLE PROGRAMMES IN EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF ARCHITECTURE
• Valencia, May/June 2020 - workshop (+meeting): EAAE-ARCC conference. Goals: 

bringing together European and North American research communities, bringing together 
European and North American editors of architectural periodicals 

• August 2020 – workshop (+RA/EA meeting): EAAE annual conference. Discussion 
topics: research, teaching and practice, gender issues in architectural research

• Milano, October/November 2020 – workshop (+meeting) in association with CA2RE: 
RESEARCH DISSEMINATION STRATEGIES 
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31 Periodicals Database
Project coordinator: Debora Domingo Calabuig
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31

Women Leading 
the Architectural Academy
Project coordinator: Harriet Harriss
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Have you 
got tenure 

yet?



30/08/2018< Insert presentation title > 15USA
25% Architects female

UK
21% architects female

5% female at pensionable age

Europe
39% architects female
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Women architecture academics recruitment 

pack! What to expect from your employer….

1. Academic housekeeping (blame mother/pastoral care).

2. The glass ceiling (pay differentials across the sector 20%.) 

3. The glass cliff face (rescue and fix).

4. Contract casualisation (increased sense of precariousness).

5. Ignored inter-sectionality implications (race/class/ability/sexuality). 

6. Long hours culture (bad mother/bad architect). 

7. Isolation within largely male cohorts (beer-brokered promotions).

8. The secret between us: competition among women (Laura Tracy, 

1991)



17Mistresses of the Academy:
Who are the women who taught you architecture?
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Policy Paper
Project coordinator: Harriet Harriss
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31 Advocacy
Project coordinator: Susanne Komossa
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Porto General Assembly 2018.08.31 Project Initiatives
Funds Database
Proposed Project coordinator: Naime Esra Akin
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